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February’s Wild Ride 

     After a year or so of upward price momentum, exceptionally low volatility and record 
highs, the domestic stock market slipped in and out of correction territory at the beginning of 
the month and continued to zig and zag until the last minute of trading. At the same time, 
the 10-year Treasury yield rose to a high of 2.94%, and investors became concerned over 
the potential pace of wage growth, its impact on inflation and interest rates, and in turn its 
influence on future monetary policy. The concern was that rising inflationary pressures could 
cause the Federal Reserve to tighten too quickly, and potentially upset economic conditions. 
Some of this concern should be alleviated by the strong fourth quarter earnings we’ve seen, 
together with the recent tax law change and a stable, growing economy.  
     The pullback was the first real test of investors’ resolve in recent memory. Long-term in-
vestors have seen this happen time and again. As mentioned in previous letters, it is com-
mon for a stock market pullback to occur in most years, with drawdowns since 1980 averag-
ing in the low double-digits. With market conditions returning to more normal levels, volatility 
is also likely to return to more normal levels, too. According to Raymond James Chief In-
vestment Strategist, Jeff Saut, “One would expect either some kind of pause, or even better, 
some kind of pullback to rebuild the stock market’s internal energy. Plainly, the fundamen-
tals remain excellent with earnings estimates continuing to ratchet up, revenues trending 
higher and a stronger economy. And while interest rates have increased, they have done so 
in a very orderly fashion.” With this in mind, the major indices, namely S&P 500, NASDAQ 
and the Dow Jones Industrial Average, all slipped in the last few days of February and 
closed with a modest loss for the month. 
     There was a smooth transition as Jerome Powell took the helm of the Federal Reserve 
from Janet Yellen. According to his recent testimony, the Fed’s decisions will remain data 
dependent, as they have for the last several quarters. In that light, the labor market and in-
flation continue to be areas of focus, as the Fed mulls monetary policy decisions. 
     International equity markets were also volatile in February. In Europe, political discus-
sions remain at the fore with important updates on the status of the proposed German grand 
coalition and the results of the Italian general election slated for early March. Meanwhile, the 
Brexit debate continues in the UK. 
     In Asia, there were lowered geopolitical risks due to Olympics-related diplomacy supple-
mented by generally positive economic data out of influential countries, such as China and 
Japan.  
     Through the recent volatility, technology outperformed; financials and consumer discre-
tionary held up very well; and the interest-rate sensitive sectors (e.g., utilities, telecom, real 
estate and consumer staples) showed weaker trends. The recent drawdowns in the overall 
equity markets are likely a combination of the feeling that a correction was overdue and 
questions about how markets will react, as we return to more normal economic conditions, 
including a normalization of the interest rate environment.  
     There are several factors simultaneously pushing and pulling on interest rates, potentially 
offsetting a significant directional move. The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act looks to free capital for 
corporations, lower price-to-earnings ratios and potentially increase revenues, all with the 
potential to promote future economic growth. Global central banks continue to purchase 
bonds in the open market, yet proclaim an eminent reduction. At the same time the Fed is 
reducing its balance sheet and positioning to raise domestic rates at least a couple of more 
times this year. If these events continue to clash, interest rate movement may be dulled. 
However, if global bond yields follow U.S. yields higher, that could contribute to rising inter-
est rates in the marketplace. These opposing forces make this a situation worth watching. 
     Inflation and interest rates remain low from a historical standpoint, but are likely to move 
higher over the course of the year, potentially causing additional bouts of volatility.  
Given the strong economic and earnings backdrop, pullbacks should be normal in nature 
and viewed opportunistically.  
     In the meantime, a well-diversified portfolio geared toward achieving your long-term 
goals should allow you to participate in upside potential as well as serve as a ballast for any 
short-term volatility that may arise in the coming months.   
     Please let me know if you have any questions about current market events or how to po-
sition your long-term financial plan for the months ahead. I look forward to speaking with 
you. 
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     Recent updates to our online client portal, Investor Access, has compelled me to bring 
this service to everyone’s attention, again. If you are already using the portal or learning of it 
for the first time, read on to learn about the capabilities of this valuable client resource.  
     Investor Access is a free, secure, online portal designed to help you get the most out of 
your Raymond James accounts, bringing your day-to-day finances and long-term invest-
ments together in one place. Using any computer or mobile device, you’ll gain instant insight 
into your portfolio and control over how and when you receive key information.  
     Once you’re registered, simply log on to review activity and balances in all of your ac-
counts – individually or combined. You can opt for a high-level summary or a more detailed 
view. It’s up to you.  
      You can view current and historical statements, account balances and activity, key data 
including unrealized and realized gains and losses, cost basis information and tax-reporting 
documents. In short, Investor Access delivers the information you need precisely when, 
where and how you want it. 
 
 

INSTANT AND COMPREHENSIVE ACCOUNT OVERVIEW  
     You no longer have to wait until your monthly statement arrives in your mailbox or look 
around for an old statement – everything you’ll need is stored securely online. The summary 
screen allows you to quickly see the current market value of your accounts, a snapshot of 
your asset allocation, a customizable stock watch list, and our office contact information. You 
can use the custom groups feature to arrange your accounts in the order that makes the 
most sense for your needs. You can even import information from other account locations 
such as your bank, your company’s retirement plan, or outside brokerage accounts and get 
an even more complete picture of your finances. Once you are signed up for Investor Ac-
cess, we can turn this last feature on for your use, at no cost. 
 

DIVERSIFICATION DETAILS  
     An asset allocation analysis* displays the various asset classes held in your accounts, 
such as domestic equities, fixed income, real estate, and cash and cash alternatives. An   
additional screen allows you to view the breakdown by product type (for example, mutual 
funds, individual equities and bonds).  
 

DOCUMENT DELIVERY PREFERENCES  
     Investor Access allows you to customize your communication preferences for statement 
deliveries, trade confirmations, tax documents, shareholder information, proxies and other 
documents. To help simplify your life, you can opt to have any or all of these delivered online, 
and you’ll receive an email when new documents are available for review. These materials 
are always available online in a secure archive.  
 

VAULT  
     Vault is a secure online platform where you can upload, organize and store digital copies 
of vital documents – from financial statements and planning documents to passports and 
photos of valuable assets – quickly, easily and safely within Investor Access. Vault also intro-
duces a new, simple way for you and our office to collaborate with the ability to comment in 
real time on uploaded files.  
 

ADVANCED SECURITY  
     Protecting your financial information is a top priority for Raymond James. That’s why    
Investor Access employs authentication procedures, firewalls and encryption technology to 
keep your critical data safe and private. You also have the option to enable enhanced       
authentication, which uses a one-time text message or voice call to verify your identity during 
the login process. To view our complete privacy statement, please visit 
www.raymondjames.com.  
 

MOBILE ACCESS  
     The Investor Access app offers easy access so you can tap into your financial information 
just about anywhere. The free mobile app lets you securely access your accounts, Vault, and 
market information.  
 

DESIGNED TO MAKE LIFE EASIER  
     Whether you want to get a look at the big picture or analyze the details of your portfolio by 
account, type of investment or both, the information you’re looking for is at your fingertips 
with Investor Access.  
 

*Asset allocation does not ensure a profit nor protect against loss.  

 

 

 

 

 

Investor Access– A Window to Your Finances 



What’s Happening– A Personal Note 

Beki and I made a weekend trip to San Jose. Beki had a speaking engagement that required her presence on Sat-

urday morning at about 10:00 a.m. But, that was the end of her obligation, which meant we had the rest of the 

weekend to bounce around San Jose.  

We were fortunate to find a special flight deal out of Burbank that did not leave out of the main terminal. Instead, it 

left out of a large hangar away from the main terminal.  The airline is called Jet Suite X and flights go to limited des-

tinations which include Oakland, Las Vegas, Mammoth and of course, San Jose. Flights usually cost about 40% 

more than the traditional flight. But, as I said, we happened upon a special deal, well in advance of our flight, which 

made the cost very reasonable. I have to say, the experience was absolutely stress free. We were told to arrive 

about 30 minutes before our flight. There were no long lines through security because they pre-screen all passen-

gers and have X-ray right in the hangar. They host a no-frills lounge with complimentary chips and soda and the 

walk from the hangar to the plane is about 100 feet. Planes hold about 40 passengers and our flight had 6 people 

on it. Drinks and snacks were included during our flight and when we got to San Jose, we exited the plane at a 

small off-site terminal where my rental car was waiting right outside the terminal doors. If I were to do this again, I 

would just keep an eye out on the internet for specials like we received. Probably the best commercial flying experi-

ence I have ever had. 

After Beki made her presentation, we decided to go to the Winchester Mystery House. The house and the story be-

hind it are quite interesting. Mrs. Winchester was married to an heir to the Winchester Firearms company. After her 

husband died, she began to believe that she was being haunted by the spirits of the people who had been killed by 

Winchester guns. A spiritual guide told her that in order to keep the spirits at bay, she needed to start building at her 

home and to keep the building ongoing, at all times. The idea being that the sound of the hammers and other tools 

would confuse the spirits and keep them away from her. This resulted is a couple of interesting outcomes. The first, 

of course, is that the house is enormous. Even after the three top stories of the home were removed after they were 

damaged in the 1906 San Francisco earthquake, there are still over 160 rooms in the house. Secondly, sometimes, 

in order to keep the building going until more rooms could be designed, building just happened, which resulted in 

things like doors that open to brick walls or second story doors that open to the outside where no balcony exists, or 

stairways that end on the underside of the story above. But she was also quite a good architect of sorts and many 

components were residential advances, such as elevators and advanced heating systems. She also designed many 

of the exquisite stained glass windows in the house, which were then made by the Tiffany glass company. All in all, 

we spent about five hours at the house and on the grounds, which included two tours. The history and design of the 

house are fascinating and a trip to San Jose should include a visit to the Winchester Mystery House.   

The following day we decided to visit an facility owned and run by an organization called the Rosicrucians. I have 

heard of the Rosicrucian's before, but I was not familiar with them. Even after a visit to their beautiful facility in San 

Jose, I can’t say that I know much more than I did before I visited. But  from what I was able to learn, they are an 

organization dedicated to knowledge, peace and service. Our engagement with them came in the form of a visit to 

their facility in San Jose. The grounds are beautiful with several gardens and areas for reflection. The architecture of 

the buildings is a mix of Egyptian and Art Deco which makes sense, since it was built in the 1930s. Our visit was 

spurred by a surprising revelation that this facility houses one of the largest collections of Egyptian artifacts in the 

U.S. I have to admit, I was not expecting much, despite the claim of the size of the exhibit. But the collection was 

impressive and if you are interested in ancient Egyptian history and artifacts, as I am, you will not be disappointed. 

There is also a small planetarium on the grounds , built in 1936, again in the Art Deco style. According to the guide, 

it was the 5th Planetarium built in U.S. It was small and similar to many other planetariums I have visited. It is com-

posed of a small domed theatre designed for presentations and a modest waiting area that is filled primarily with 

Rosicrucian paraphernalia and literature. We watched an interesting movie about space exploration and that ended 

our visit. 

Much of this weekend’s adventures were not planned out. We simply went out and stumbled upon interesting 

and exciting new places on our travels. There is a Disney movie called “Up!” that has a wonderful quote I truly 

appreciate, “Adventure is out there!”. I have to agree. 
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 Inclusion of these indices is for illustrative purposes only. Keep in mind that individuals cannot invest directly in any 

index, and index performance does not include transaction costs or other fees, which will affect actual investment per-

formance. Individual investor results will vary. 

 Past performance may not be indicative of future results. 

 Diversification and asset allocation do not ensure a profit or protect against loss. 

 The S & P 500 is an unmanaged index of 500 widely held stocks that’s generally considered representative of the 

U.S. stock market 

 The NASDAQ Composite is an unmanaged index of securities traded on the NASDAQ system. 

 The MSCI World ex USA index captures large and mid-cap representation across 22 of 23 Developed Markets (DM) 

countries excluding the United States. With 1020 constituents, the index covers approximately 85% of the free float-

adjusted market capitalization in each country. 

 The Russell 2000 index is an unmanaged index of small cap securities which generally involve greater risks. 

 Morningstar Long-Only Commodity Index. The Long-Only Commodity Index is a fully collateralized commodity  

futures index that is long all eligible commodities. 

 Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index is a broad based index often used to represent investment grade bonds being 

traded in the United States 

 The Dow Jones Industrial Average, commonly known as “The Dow” is an index representing 30 stocks of compa-

nies, maintained and reviewed by the editors of the Wall Street Journal. 

 The information contained in this report does not purport to be a complete description of the securities, markets, or 

development referred to in this material. Any opinions are those of James N. Barr, Jr. and not necessarily those of 

RJFS or Raymond James. Expressions of opinion are as of this date and are subject to change without notice. This 

information is not intended as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security referred to herein. 

 The information has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but we do not guarantee that the foregoing 

material is accurate or complete. 

 There is no assurance that any of the trends mentioned will continue in the future or that any of the forecasts will    

occur. 

 International investing involves additional risks such as currency fluctuations, differing financial and accounting     

standards, and possible political and economic instability. Also, investing in emerging markets can be riskier than   

investing in well-established foreign markets. 

 Investments in specific sectors and Small-cap stocks generally involve greater risks and are not appropriate for all 

investors. 

 A portion of this material was prepared by Raymond James for use by its advisors and those expressions of opinion 

reflect the judgment of the Research Department of Raymond James & Associates, Inc. and are subject to change. 

Disclosures 


